
Performing Group-By before JoinWeipeng P. Yan Per-�Ake LarsonDepartment of Computer Science, University of WaterlooWaterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1fpwyan,palarsong@bluebox.uwaterloo.caAppears in Proceedings of the 10th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering, p89{100, Houston, TX, 1994AbstractAssume that we have an SQL query containing joinsand a group-by. The standard way of evaluating thistype of query is to �rst perform all the joins and thenthe group-by operation. However, it may be possible toperform the group-by early, that is, to push the group-by operation past one or more joins. Early groupingmay reduce the query processing cost by reducing theamount of data participating in joins. We formallyde�ne the problem, adhering strictly to the semanticsof NULL and duplicate elimination in SQL2, and provenecessary and su�cient conditions for deciding whenthis transformation is valid. In practice, it may be ex-pensive or even impossible to test whether the condi-tions are satis�ed. Therefore, we also present a morepractical algorithm that tests a simpler, su�cient con-dition. This algorithm is fast and detects a large sub-class of transformable queries.1 IntroductionSQL queries containing joins and group-by are fairlycommon. The standard way of evaluating such a queryis to perform all joins �rst and then the group-by op-eration. However, it may be possible to interchangethe evaluation order, that is, to push the group-byoperation past one or more joins.Example 1 : Assume that we have the two tables:Employee(EmpID, LastName, FirstName, DeptID)Department(DeptID, Name)EmpID is the primary key in the Employee tableand DeptID is the primary key of Department. EachEmployee row references the department (DeptID) towhich the employee belongs. Consider the followingquery:

SELECT D.DeptID, D.Name, COUNT(E.EmpID)FROM Employee E, Department DWHERE E.DeptID = D.DeptIDGROUP BY D.DeptID, D.NamePlan 1 in Figure 1 illustrates the standard way of eval-uating the query: fetch the rows in tables E and D,perform the join, and group the result by D.DeptIDand D.Name, while at the same time counting thenumber of rows in each group. Assuming that thereare 10000 employees and 100 departments, the inputto the join is 10000 Employee rows and 100 Depart-ment rows and the input to the group-by consists of10000 rows. Now consider Plan 2 in Figure 1. We�rst group the Employee table DeptID and performthe COUNT, then join the resulting 100 rows to the100 Department rows. This reduces the join from(10000� 100) to (100� 100). The input cardinality ofthe group-by remains the same, resulting in an overallreduction of query processing time. 2In the above example, it was both possible and ad-vantageous to perform the group-by operation beforethe join. However, it is also easy to �nd exampleswhere this is (a) not possible or (b) possible but notadvantageous. This raises the following general ques-tions:1. Exactly under what conditions is it possible toperform a group-by operation before a join?2. Under what conditions does this transformationreduce the query processing cost?This paper concentrates on answering the �rst ques-tion. Our main theorem provides su�cient and neces-sary conditions for deciding when this transformationis valid. The conditions cannot always be tested e�-ciently so we also propose a more practical algorithmwhich tests a simpler, su�cient condition.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-tion 2 summarizes related research work. Section 3
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Figure 1: Two access plans for Example 1de�nes the class of queries that we consider. Section 4presents the formalism that our results are based on.Section 4.1 presents an SQL2 algebra whose operationsare de�ned strictly in terms of SQL2. Section 4.2 dis-cusses the semantics of NULLs in SQL2. Section 4.3formally de�nes functional dependencies using strictSQL2 semantics taking into account the e�ect of NULLs,and discusses derived functional dependencies. Sec-tion 5 introduces and proves the main theorem, whichstates necessary and su�cient conditions for perform-ing the proposed transformation. Section 6 proposesan e�cient algorithm for deciding whether group-bycan be pushed past a join. Section 7 continues someobservations about the trade-o�s of the transforma-tion. Section 8 points out that the reverse direction ofthe transformation is also possible and sometimes canbe bene�cial. Section 9 concludes the paper.2 Related workWe have not found any papers dealing with theproblem of performing group-by before joins. How-ever, some results have been reported on the process-ing of queries with aggregation. It is widely recognizedthat the aggregation computation can be performedwhile grouping(which is usually implemented by sort-ing). This can save both time and space since theamount of data to be sorted decreases during sorting.This technique is referred to as pipelining.Klug[6] observed that in some cases, the result froma join is already grouped correctly. Nested-loop andsort merge joins, the most widely used join methods,both have this property. In this case, explicit groupingis not needed and the join can be pipelined with aggre-gation. Dayal[2] stated, without proof, that the neces-sary condition for such technique is that the group-by

columns must be a primary key of the outer table inthe join. This is the only work we know of whichattempts to reduce the cost of group-by by utilizinginformation about primary keys.Several researchers ([5, 4, 3, 10, 9]) have investi-gated when a nested query can be transformed intoa semantically equivalent query that does not containnesting. As part of this work, techniques to handle ag-gregate functions in the nested query were discussed.However, none considered interchanging the order ofjoins and group-by.3 Class of queries consideredA table can be a base table or a view in this pa-per. Any column occurring as an operand of an ag-gregation function (COUNT, MIN, MAX, SUM, AVG) in theSELECT clause is called an aggregation column. Anycolumn occurring in the SELECT clause which is notan aggregation column is called a selection column.Aggregation columns may be drawn from more thanone table. Clearly, the transformation cannot be ap-plied unless at least one table contains no aggregationcolumns. Therefore, we partition the tables in theFROM clause into two groups: those tables that con-tain at least one aggregation column and those thatdo not contain any such columns. Technically, eachgroup can be treated as a single table consisting ofthe Cartesian product of the member tables. There-fore, without loss of generality, we can assume that theFROM clause contains only two tables, R1 and R2. LetR1 denote the table containing aggregation columnsand R2 the table not containing any such columns.The search conditions in the WHERE clause can beexpressed as C1 ^ C0 ^ C2, where C1; C0, and C2 arein conjunctive normal form, C1 only involves columns90



in R1, C2 only involves columns in R2, and each dis-junctive component in C0 involves columns from bothR1 and R2. Note that subqueries are allowed.The grouping columns mentioned in the GROUPBY clause may contain columns from R1 and R2, de-noted by GA1 and GA2, respectively. According toSQL2[7], the selection columns in the SELECT clausemust be a subset of the grouping columns. We denotethe selection columns as SGA1 and SGA2, subsets ofGA1 and GA2, respectively. For the time being, weassume that the query does not contain a HAVINGclause. The columns of R1 participating in the joinand grouping is denoted by GA+1 , and the columns ofR2 participating in the join and grouping is denotedby GA+2 .In summary, we consider queries of the followingform:SELECT [ALL/DISTINCT] SGA1, SGA2, F (AA)FROM R1, R2WHERE C1 ^ C0 ^ C2GROUP BY GA1;GA2where:GA1: grouping columns of table R1;GA2: grouping columns of table R2; (GA1 and GA2cannot both be empty. If they are, the querydoes not contain a group-by clause)SGA1: selection columns, must be a subset ofgrouping columns GA1;SGA2: selection columns, must be a subset ofgrouping columns GA2;AA: aggregation columns of table R1(may be � or empty);C1: conjunctive predicates on columns of table R1;C2: conjunctive predicates on columns of table R2;C0: conjunctive predicates involving columns ofboth tables R1 and R2, e.g., join predicates;�(C0): columns involved in C0;F : array of arithmetic expressions applied onAA (may be empty);GA+1 : � GA1 [ �(C0)� R2, i.e., the columns of R1participating in the join and grouping;GA+2 : � GA1 [ �(C0)� R1, i.e., the columns of R2participating in the join and groupingOur objective is to determine under what condi-tions the query can be evaluated in the following way:SELECT [ALL/DISTINCT] SGA1, SGA2, FAAFROM R01, R02WHERE C0whereR01(GA1+;FAA) ==SELECT ALL GA1+; F (AA)FROM R1

WHERE C1GROUP BY GA1+andR02(GA2+) ==SELECT ALL GA2+FROM R2WHERE C2In SQL2, F (AA) transfers a group of rows into onesingle row, even when F (AA) is empty. Therefore,through out this paper, the only assumption we makeabout F (AA) is that it produces one row for eachgroup.4 FormalizationIn this section we de�ne the formal \machinery" weneed for the theorems and proofs to follow. This con-sists of an algebra for representing SQL queries andclari�cation of the e�ect of NULLs on comparisons,duplicate eliminations, and functional dependencieswhen using strict SQL2 semantics.4.1 An algebra for representing SQLqueriesSpecifying operations using standard SQL is tedious.As a shorthand notation, we de�ne an algebra whosebasic operations are de�ned by simple SQL statements.Because all operations are de�ned in terms of SQL,there is no need to prove the semantic equivalencebetween the algebra and SQL statements. Note thattransformation rules for \standard" relational algebrado not necessarily apply to this new algebra. The op-erations are de�ned as follows.� G[GA] R: Group table R on grouping columnsGA = fGA1; GA2; :::; GAng. This operation isde�ned by the query 1 SELECT * FROM R ORDERBY GA. The result of this operation is a groupedtable.� R1�R2: The Cartesian product of table R1 andR2.� �[C]R: Select all rows of table R that satisfy con-dition C. Duplicate rows are not eliminated. Thisoperation is de�ned by the query SELECT * FROMR WHERE C.1Certainly, this query does more than GROUP BY by orderingthe resulting groups. However, this appears to be the only validSQL query that can represent this operation. It is appropriatefor our purpose as long as we keep the di�erence in mind.91



� �d[B]R, where d = A or D: Project table R oncolumns B, without eliminating duplicates whend = A and with duplicate elimination when d =D. This operation is de�ned by the query SELECT[ALL /DISTINCT] B FROM R.� F [AA]R: F [AA] = (f1(AA); f2(AA); :::; fn(AA))where AA = fA1; A2; :::; Ang, and F =ff1; f2; :::; fng, AA are aggregation columns ofgrouped table R and F are arithmetic expressionsoperating on AA. For i = 1; 2; :::; n, fi is an arith-metic expression(which can just be an aggrega-tion function) applied to some columns in AA ofeach group of R and yields one value. An exam-ple of fi(AA) is COUNT(A1) + SUM(A2 +A3). Du-plicates in the overall result are not eliminated.This operation is de�ned by the query SELECTGA, F(AA) FROM R GROUP BY GA, where GA isthe grouping columns of R.We also use ); (); ^ and _ to represent log-ical implication, logical equivalence, logical conjunc-tion and logical disjunction respectively. Then, theclass of SQL queries we consider can be expressed as 2:F [AA]�d[SGA1; SGA2; AA]G[GA1; GA2]�[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 � R2):Our objective is to determine under what conditionsthis expression is equivalent to�d[SGA1; SGA2; FAA]�[C0](F [AA]�A[GA1+; AA]G[GA1]�[C1]R1 � �A[GA2+]�[C2]R2)where FAA are the columns generated by applying thearithmetic expressions F to columns AA.4.2 The semantics of NULL in SQL2SQL2[7, 8, 1] represents missing information by aspecial value NULL. It adopts a three-valued logic inevaluating a conditional expression, having three pos-sible truth values, namely true, false and unknown.Figure 2 shows the truth tables for the Boolean oper-ations AND and OR. Testing the equality of two valuesin a search condition returns unknown if any one of thevalues is NULL or both values are NULL. A row quali�esonly if the condition in the WHERE clause evaluates totrue, that is, unknown is interpreted as false.However, the e�ect of NULLs on duplicate operationsis di�erent. Duplicate operations include DISTINCT,2In the case that there exists fi(Ai) � COUNT(�) 2 F (AA),we can replace it with COUNT(GA1) without changing the resultof the query.

AND true unknown falsetrue true unknown falseunknown unknown unknown falsefalse false false falseOR true unknown falsetrue true true trueunknown true unknown unknownfalse true unknown falseFigure 2: The semantics of AND and OR in SQL2GROUP BY, UNION, EXCEPT and INTERSECT, which allinvolve the detection of duplicate rows. Two rows arede�ned to be duplicates of one another exactly wheneach pair of corresponding column values are dupli-cate. Two column values are de�ned to be duplicatesexactly when they are equal and both not NULL orwhen they are both NULLs. In other words, SQL2 con-siders \NULL equal to NULL" when determining dupli-cates.Note that we do not include the UNIQUE predicateamong the duplicate operations. SQL2 uses \NULL notequal to NULL" semantics when considering UNIQUE.We need3 some special `interpreters' capable oftransferring the three-valued result to the usual two-valued result based on SQL2 semantics in order to for-mally de�ne functional dependencies and SQL opera-tions. We adopt two interpretation operators bP c anddP e speci�ed in Figure 3 for interpreting unknown tofalse and true respectively. In addition, a specialequality operator, n=, which is also speci�ed in Fig-ure 3, is proposed to reect the \NULL equal to NULL"characteristics of SQL duplicate operations.4.3 Functional dependenciesSQL2 [7] provides facilities for de�ning (primary)keys of base tables. Note that a key de�nition impliestwo constraints: (a) no two rows can have the samekey value and (b) no column of a key can be NULL.We can exploit knowledge about keys to determinewhether the proposed transformation is valid.De�ning a key implies that all columns of the ta-ble are functionally dependent on the key. This typeof functional dependency is called a key dependency.Keys can be de�ned for base tables only. For our pur-pose, derived functional dependencies are of more in-3There certainly exist other solutions to this problem. Wejust present the one we think is most appropriate for ourpurpose.92



Operation ResultP is apredicate P is true P isunknown P is falseP true unknown falsebP c true false falsedP e true true falseX;Y arevariables X is NULL & Y is NULL OtherwiseX n= Y true bX = Y cFigure 3: The de�nition of interpretation operatorsterest. A derived table is a table de�ned by a query(or view). A derived functional dependency is a func-tional dependency that holds in a derived table. Sim-ilarly, a derived key dependency is a key dependencythat holds in a derived table. The following exampleillustrates derived dependencies.Example 2 : Assume that we have the followingtwo tables:Part(ClassCode, PartNo, PartName, SupplierNo)Supplier(SupplierNo, Name, Address)where(ClassCode, PartNo) is the key of Part andSupplierNo is the key of Supplier. Consider the de-rived table de�ned bySELECT P.PartNo, P.PartName,S.SupplierNo, S.NameFROM Part P, Supplier SWHERE P.ClassCode = 25 andP.SupplierNo = S.SupplierNoWe claim that PartNo is a key of the derived table.The reasoning goes as follows. Clearly, PartNo is a keyof the derived table T de�ned by T = �[ClassCode =25](Part). When T is joined with Supplier, eachrow joins with at most one Supplier row becauseSupplierNo is the key of Supplier. (If P.SupplierNois NULL, the row does not join with any Supplier row.)Consequently, PartNo remains a key of the joined ta-ble and also of the �nal result table obtained afterprojection.In Supplier, Name is functionally dependent onSupplierNo because SupplierNo is a key of Supplier.It is obvious that this functional dependency must stillhold in the derived table. That is, a key dependencyin one of the source tables resulted in a non-key func-tional dependency in the derived table. 2Even though SQL does not permit NULL values inany columns of a key, columns on the right hand side of

a key dependency may allow NULL values. In a deriveddependency, columns allowing NULL values may occuron both the left and the right hand side of a functionaldependency. The essence of the problem is how tode�ne the result of the comparison NULL = NULL.Consider a row t 2 r, where r is an instance of atable R. Assuming that a is an column of R, we denotethe value of a in t as t[a].De�nition 1:(Row Equivalence): Consider a tablescheme R(:::; A; :::), where A is a set of columnsfa1; a2; :::; ang, and an instance r of R. Two rowst; t0 2 r are equivalent with respect to A if:^i=1;:::;n(t[ai] n= t0[ai]);which we also write as t[A] n= t0[A].De�nition 2: (Functional Dependency) Consider atable R(A;B; :::), where A = fA1; A2; :::; Ang is a setof columns and B is a single column. Let r be aninstance of R. A functionally determines B, denotedby A�!B, in r if the following condition holds:8t; t0 2 r; f(t[A] n= t0[A])) (t[B] n= t0[B])g:Let Key(R) denote a candidate key of table R. Wecan now formally specify a key dependency as8r(R); 8t; t0 2 r;ft[Key(R)] n= t0[Key(R)]) t[�(R)] n= t0[�(R)]g:Note that, since NULL is allowed for a candidate key,we need to consider \NULL equals to NULL" conditionin the statement.The basic data type in SQL is a table, not relation.A table may contain duplicate rows and is thereforea multiset. In this paper, we use the term `set' torefer to `multiset'. In order to distinguish the dupli-cates in a table in our analysis, we assume that therealways exists a column in each table called \RowID",which can uniquely identify a row. It is not impor-tant whether this column is actually implemented bythe underlining database system. We use RowID(R) todenote the RowID column of a table R.We use the notation E(r1; r2) to denote the resultgenerated by an SQL expression E evaluating on in-stances r1 and r2 of tables R1 and R2, respectively.We summarize all symbols de�ned in Section 4.2 andthis section in Figure 4. The symbol "�" is also de�nedas the concatenation operator.5 Theorems and proofsTheorem 1 (Main Theorem): The expressions93



Symbol De�nitionsr1; r2 Instances of table R1 and R2A � B the concatenation of two rows A and Binto one rowg � B the concatenation of a grouped table gand a row B into one new grouped table.Each row in the new grouped table is theresult of a row in g concatenates with B.T [S] shorthand for �A[S]T , where S is a setof columns and T is a grouped or un-grouped table, or a row.E(r1; r2) the result from applying E on instancesr1 and r1.RowID(R) the RowID of table RFigure 4: Summary of symbolsE1 : F [AA]�A[GA1; GA2; AA]G[GA1; GA2]�[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 �R2)andE2: �A[GA1; GA2; FAA]�[C0](F [AA]�A[GA1+; AA]G[GA1+]�[C1]R1 � �A[GA2+]�[C2]R2)are equivalent if and only if the following two func-tional dependencies hold in the join of R1 and R2,�[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 �R2):FD1 : (GA1; GA2)�! GA1+FD2 : (GA1+; GA2)�! RowID(R2):FD2 means that for all valid instances r1 and r2of R1 and R2, respectively, if two di�erent rows in�[Cd ^ C0 ^ Cu] (rd � ru) have the same value forcolumns (GA1+; GA2), then the two rows must beproduced from the join of one row in �[C2]r2 and tworows (could be duplicates) in �[C1]r1.Note that R2 does not necessarily have to includea column RowID. Thenotation \(GA1+; GA2)�!RowID(R2) in the join ofR1 and R2" is simply a shorthand for the requirementthat (GA1+; GA2) uniquely identi�es a row of R2 inthe join of R1 and R2.The intuitive meaning of FD1 and FD2 isas follows. FD1 ensures that each group inG[GA1; GA2]�[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 � R2) (grouped byGA1; GA2 on the join result of R1 and R2, using E1for the query) corresponds to exactly one group inG[GA1+]�[C1]R1 (grouped by GA1+ on the selectionresult of R1, using E2 for the query). Exact corre-spondence means that there is an one to one matchingbetween rows in the two groups, with matching rowshaving the same value for the columns of R1. This

condition guarantees that these two groups, based onE1 and E2 respectively for the query, produce thesame aggregation value. Note that the aggregationfunctions and arithmetic expressions only operate oncolumns of R1.FD2 ensures that eachrow in F [AA]�A[GA1+; AA]G[GA1+]�[C1]R1 (group-ing and aggregating on R1, using E2 for the query)contributes at most one row in the overall result ofE2 by joining with at most one row from �[C2]R2.In other words, FD2 prevents such a row from con-tributing two or more rows in the overall result ofE2. The rationale of FD2 is that if such a rowdoes contribute two or more rows in the overall re-sult of E2, then, since (a) the rows corresponding tothese rows before the aggregation will belong to thesame group in G[GA1; GA2]�[C1 ^C0 ^C2](R1 �R2)(grouped by GA1; GA2 on the join result of R1 andR2, using E1 for the query), and (b) each group inG[GA1; GA2]�[C1 ^C0 ^C2](R1�R2) yields one rowin the overall result of E1, therefore, E1 contains onerow correspodning to more than one rows in E2, andconsequently the transformation cannot be valid.For some proofs in this paper, we only present briefsketches to save space. We also omit proofs that aretrivial. Complete proofs can be found [11].Lemma 1 : The expressionE02 : �A[GA1; GA2; FAA]�[C0](F [AA]�A[GA1+; AA]G[GA1+]�[C1]R1 � �[C2]R2)is equivalent to E2.The di�erence between E2 and E02 is that E02 doesnot remove the columns other than GA2+ of table�[C2]R2 before the join. In practice, the optimizerusually removes these unnecessary columns to reducethe data volume. See [11] for the proof.It follows from Lemma 1 that we only need to provethatE1 is equivalent to E02 if and only if FD1 and FD2hold in �[C1^C0^C2](R1�R2). Lemmas 2 - 6 essen-tially prove the Main Theorem in the case when GA1+and GA2+ are both non-empty. The proof is derivedinto several steps: Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 show thenecessity of FD1 and FD2; Lemma 4 and Lemma 5demonstrate that there are no duplicates in the resultof E1 and E02; Lemma 6 proves the su�ciency. Finallywe prove the Main Theorem based on these lemmas.5.1 NecessityLemma 2 : If the two expressions E1 and E02 areequivalent, and GA1+ and GA2+ are both non-empty,then FD1 holds in �[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 � R2).94



Proof(sketch): We prove the lemma by contra-diction. Assume that E1 and E02 are equivalent, andGA1+ and GA2+ are both non-empty, but FD1 doesnot hold in �[C1^C0^C2](R1�R2). Then there mustexist two valid instances r1 and r2 of R1 and R2, re-spectively, with the following properties: (a)E1(r1; r2)and E02(r1; r2) produce the same result and (b) thereexist two rows t and t0 2 �[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](r1 � r2)such that t[GA1; GA2] n= t0[GA1; GA2] but t[GA1+] 6 n=t0[GA1+]. Then, E1(r1; r2) can be shown to have ex-actly one row whose value for columns [GA1; GA2]is t[GA1; GA2]; and E02(r1; r2) can be shown to haveat least two rows with the same value t[GA1; GA2]for columns [GA1; GA2]. Therefore, E1(r1; r2) andE2(r1; r2)0 cannot be equivalent. 2Lemma 3 : If the two expressions E1 and E02 areequivalent, and GA1+ and GA2+ are both non-empty,then FD2 holds in �[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 � R2).Proof(sketch): We prove the lemma by con-tradiction. Assume that E1 and E02 are equiva-lent, and GA1+ and GA2+ are both non-empty,but FD2 does not hold in �[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 �R2). Then, there must exist two valid instancesr1 and r2 of R1 and R2, respectively, with the fol-lowing properties: (a) E1(r1; r2) = E02(r1; r2), and(b) there exist two rows t and t0 2 �[C1 ^ C0 ^C2](r1�r2) such that t[GA1+; GA2] n= t0[GA1+; GA2]but t[�(R2)] 6 n= t0[�(R2)]. Then, E1(r1; r2) can beshown to have exactly one row having the valuet[GA1; GA2] for columns [GA1; GA2]; and E02(r1; r2)can be shown to have at least two rows with the samevalue t[GA1; GA2] for columns [GA1; GA2]. There-fore, E1(r1; r2) and E02(r1; r2) cannot be equivalent,and the Lemma is proved. 2Lemmas 2 and 3 prove that FD1 and FD2 musthold in �[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 � R2) if E1 and E02 areequivalent and GA1+ and GA2+ are both non-empty.5.2 DistinctnessLemma 4 : The table produced by expression E1contains no duplicate rows.See [11] for the proof.Lemma 5 : If FD1 and FD2 hold in �[C1 ^ C0 ^C2](R1 � R2), and GA1+ and GA2+ are both non-empty, then there are no duplicate rows in the tableproduced by expression E02.Proof(sketch): We prove the lemma by contra-diction. Assume that there exist two valid in-stances r1 and r2 of R1 and R2, respectively, such

that, FD1 and FD2 hold in �[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](r1 �r2), but there exist two di�erent rows t; t0 2E02(r1; r2) which are duplicates of each other, thatis, t n= t0. Then there must exist two rows,t1; t01 2 �[C0](F [AA]�A[GA1+; AA]G[GA1+]�[C1]r1��[C2]r2), such that t = t1[GA1; GA2; FAA],and t0 = t01[GA1; GA2; FAA]. t1 and t01must be produced by the join between rows inF [AA]�A[GA1+; AA]G[GA1+]�[C1]r1 and �[C2]r2.Assume t1 = t21 � t22 and t01 = t021 �t022, where t21; t0212 F [AA]�A[GA1+; AA]G[GA1+]�[C1]r1 and t22; t022 2�[C2]r2. There are only two cases to consider. Case 1is when t21[GA1+] 6 n= t021[GA1+], which can be shownto lead to t21[GA1+] n= t021[GA1+], which is a con-tradiction. Case 2 is when t21[GA1+] n= t021[GA1+],which can be shown to lead to the fact that t and t0must be the same row, which is again a contradiction.25.3 Su�ciencyLemma 6 : If FD1 and FD2 hold in �[C1 ^ C0 ^C2](R1 � R2), and GA1+ and GA2+ are both non-empty, then the two expressions E1 and E02 are equiv-alent.Proof(sketch): Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 guaranteethat neither E1 nor E02 produces duplicate rows ifGA1+ and GA2+ are both non-empty. Let r1 andr2 be valid instances of R1 and R2 respectively. Allwe need to prove is that, provided that GA1+ andGA2+ are both non-empty, if t 2 E1(r1; r2), thent 2 E02(r1; r2); and vice versa.First we want to prove that if t 2 E1(r1; r2), thent 2 E02(r1; r2). For any t in E1(r1; r2), there must exista group g in G[GA1; GA2]�[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](r1 � r2) toproduce t in E1(r1; r2). It can be proved that g is pro-duced by a join between exactly one tuple t2 in �[C2]r2and a subset g1 from �[C1]r1. We can then go on toprove that g1 is a group in G[GA1+]�[C1]r1. There-fore the row generated by aggregating g1 in E1(r1; r2)joins with t2 can produce t in E02(r1; r2).Secondly we want to prove: t 2 E02(r1; r2) ) t 2E1(r1; r2). A similar approach as in the �rst case canbe employed to show that this is true. 2Proof of the Main Theorem(sketch):For the case that GA1+ and GA2+ are both non-empty, Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 prove that FD1, FD2must hold in �[Cd ^ C0 ^Cu] (rd � ru) if E1 andE02 are equivalent(necessity). Lemma 6 shows thatE1 and E02 are equivalent if FD1 and FD2 hold in�[Cd ^C0 ^ Cu] (rd � ru)(su�ciency). Lemma 1 en-sures that E2 = E02. These lemmas together prove95



the theorem for case that GA1+ and GA2+ are bothnon-empty. GA1+ and GA2+ cannot both be emptybecause in that case (GA1; GA2) would be empty andthe query does not belong to the class of queries weconsider. Therefore there are two cases left to con-sider.Case 1: GA1+ is empty but GA2+ is not empty.Then, it can be proved that E1 and E02 degenerate to:E1 : F [AA]�A[GA2; AA]G[GA2]�[C1 ^ C2](R1 � R2)andE2 : �A[GA2; FAA](F [AA]�A[AA]�[C1]R1��A[GA2+]�[C2]R2):and FD1 and FD2 degenerate to: (GA2)�!� and(GA2)�!RowId(R2), respectively. Note that, FD1is always true. Thus the necessary and su�cient con-dition is that FD2 holds in �[C1^C2](R1�R2). It isthen easy to prove that the Main Theorem is true.Case 2: GA2+ is empty but GA1+ is not empty.Since GA2+ is empty, GA2 and C0 must be empty.Therefore the join is a Cartesian product. Since C0 isempty, GA1+ must be the same as GA1. Hence, E1and E2 degenerate to:E1 : F [AA]�A[GA1; AA]G[GA1]�[C1 ^ C2](R1 �R2)andE2 : �A[GA1; FAA]�[C0](F [AA]�A[GA1; AA]G[GA1]�[C1]R1 � �[C2]R2)respectively, and FD1 and FD2 degenerate to(GA1)�!GA1 and (GA1)�!RowId(R2) respectively.It is then easy to prove that the Main Theorem holdswhen GA2+ is empty. 2Theorem 2 : Consider the following two expres-sions:F [AA]�d[SGA1; SGA2; AA]G[GA1; GA2]�[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 � R2)and�d[SGA1; SGA2; FAA]�[C0](F [AA]�A[GA1+; AA]G[GA1+]�[C1]R1 � �A[GA2+]�[C2]R2),where d is either A or D. The two expressions areequivalent if FD1 and FD2 hold in �[C1 ^ C0 ^C2](R1 � R2).Note that, the Main Theorem assumes thatthe �nal selection columns are the same as thegrouping columns(GA1; GA2) and the �nal projec-tion must be an ALL projection; this theorem re-laxes these two restrictions, i.e., the �nal selection

columns can be a subset(SGA1 ; SGA2) of the group-ing columns(GA1; GA2), and the �nal projection canbe a DISTINCT projection. Consequently, the two con-ditions FD1 and FD2 become su�cient but not nec-essary. See [11] for the proof.6 TestFD: a fast algorithm to test theconditionTo apply the transformation in Theorem 2, i.e., topush grouping past a join, we need an algorithm to testwhether the functional dependencies FD1 and FD2are guaranteed to hold in the join result of R1 and R2.To achieve this, we can make use of semantic integrityconstraints and the conditions speci�ed in the query.SQL2 [7] allows users to specify integrity constraintson the valid state of SQL data and these constraintsare enforced by the SQL implementation. Therefore,in any valid database instance, we can assume that allintegrity constraints hold in the join result of R1 andR2. Similarly, the conditions of the query also hold inthe join result. We can make use of this information todetermine whether the functional dependencies FD1and FD2 hold.In [11], we proposed a method to test the conditionsFD1 and FD2 which exploits the semantic constraintsin SQL.In this section, we will present an e�cient algo-rithm, which uses key constraints, equality join pred-icates and column and domain constraints in SQL, tohandle a large subclass of queries. This algorithm re-turns YES when it can determine that FD1 and FD2hold in the join result �[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1�R2), andreturns NO when it cannot.Atomic conditions not involving `=' are seldom use-ful for generating new functional dependencies. Wede�ne two types of atomic conditions: Type 1 of theform (v = c) and Type 2 of the form (v1 = v2), wherev1; v2; v are columns and c is a constant or a host vari-able. A host variable can be handled as a constantbecause its value is �xed when evaluating the query.We use T1 and T2 to denote the Boolean expressionsrepresenting domain and column constraints4 of tableR1 and R2. The algorithm follows:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :AlgorithmTestFD: determine whether group-by canbe performed before join.Input: Predicates C1; C0; C2; T1; T2; key constraintsof R1 and R2.Output: YES or NO.4See [11] for delailed description for these constraints.96



1. Convert C1 ^ C0 ^ C2 ^ T1 ^ T2 into conjunctivenormal form: C = D1 ^D2 ^ :::^Dm.2. For each Di, if Di contains an atomic condition notof Type 1 or Type 2, delete Di from C.3. If C is empty, return NO and stop. Otherwise con-vert C into disjunctive normal form: C = E1_E2_:::_En.4. For each conjunctive component Ei of C do(a) Create a set S containing all columns in GA1and GA2.(b) For each atomic condition of Type 1 (v = c)in Ei, add v into S.(c) Compute the transitive closure of S based onType 2 atomic conditions in Ei and the keyconstraints. That is, perform the operation:while ((9 a Type 2 condition v1 = v2 2 C suchthat v1 2 S and v2 =2 S) or (9Key(R1) 2 Sand v2 2 R1 and v2 =2 S) or (9Key(R2) 2 Sand v2 2 R2 and v2 =2 S)), add v2 to S.(d) If a (primary or candidate) key of R2 is in S,proceed. Otherwise return NO and stop.(e) Create a set S containing all columns in GA1and GA2;(f) For each atomic condition of Type 2 (v = c)in Ei, add v into S.(g) Compute the transitive closure on S based onType 2 atomic conditions and key constraintsin Ei(see Step (c)).(h) If GA1+ is in S, proceed. Otherwise returnNO and stop.5. Return YES and stop.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :The idea of TestFD is explained as follows. Step 1and 2 �rst discard all non-equality conditions in thejoin conditions and semantic constraints. The rest isbest illustrated by Figure 5. Assume that the condi-tions and constraints fa : A1 = 25; b : A1�!A3; c :A3 = A4g are satis�ed in the join result. Then, sinceA1 is a constant in the join result, every column func-tionally determines A1. These functional dependen-cies are represented by the directed arcs marked bya in Figure 5. Furthermore, since A3 equals to A4,they functionally determine one another. This is illus-trated by a bi-directed arc marked by c in Figure 5.A1�!A3 is also shown as a directed arc marked by b
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aKnown conditions and constraints: a : A1 = 25;b : A1�!A3; c : A3 = A4Conclusion: A2�!A4Figure 5: Illustration of Algorithm TestFDin the �gure. Due to the transitive property of func-tional dependencies, we can draw the conclusion thatA2�!A4. Therefore, in TestFD, if Ai�!Aj is to betested, where Ai and Aj are some sets of columns, onecan start up with a set containing Ai, then performa transitive closure on the set until no new column isadded. If Aj is in the �nal set, then Ai�!Aj is true.This is essentially what one iteration of Step 4 does:determining whether FD1 : (GA1; GA2)�! GA1+and FD2 : (GA1+; GA2)�! RowID(R2) are true. Ifeach iteration of Step 4 returns true, then the wholecondition C can imply that FD1 and FD2 hold in thejoin result.Theorem 3 : If the algorithm TestFD returns YES,FD1 and FD2 hold in �[C1 ^ C0 ^ C2](R1 �R2).See [11] for the proof of this theorem.Example 3 : Assume that we have three tables:UserAccount(UserId, Machine, UserName)PrinterAuth(UserId, Machine, PNo, Usage)Printer(PNo, Speed, Make)The UserAccount table stores information aboutuser accounts. (UserId, Machine) is the primary key.The PrinterAuth table records which printers eachuser is authorized to use and his/her total usage ofeach printer. The primary key is (UserId, Machine,PNo). The Printer table maintains information aboutthe speed and make of each printer. PNo is the pri-mary key.Consider the query: for each user on machine`dragon', �nd the UserId, UserName, his/her totalprinter usage, and the maximum and minimum speedsof printers accessible to the user. This query can beexpressed in SQL asSELECT U.UserId, U.UserName, SUM( A.Usage),MAX(P.Speed), MIN(P.Speed)FROM UserAccount U, PrinterAuth A, Printer PWHERE U.UserId = A.UserId and97



U.Machine = A.Machine and A.PNo = P.PNoand U.Machine = 'dragon'GROUP BY U.UserId, U.UserNameBecause AA = (A.Usage, P.Speed ) we partitionthe tables in the FROM clause into: R1 = (A;P )and R2 = (U ). Consequently, SGA1 = GA1 = ;,SGA2 = GA2 = (U:UserId; U:UserName), GA1+ =(A:UserId;A:Machine),GA2+ = (U:UserId; U:Machine; U:UserName), F =(SUM(A:Usage), MAX(P:Speed); MIN(P:Speed)), C0 =`U:UserId = A:UserId ^ U:Machine = A:Machine0;C1 = `A.PNo = P.PNo', and C2 = `U.Machine ='dragon' '. We now apply algorithm TestFD.Step 1: C () U:UserId = A:UserId ^ U:Machine =A:Machine ^ A:PNo = P:PNo ^ U:Machine =0dragon0Step 2-3: C remains unchanged.Step 4: E1 () U:UserId = A:UserId ^ U:Machine =A:Machine ^ A:PNo = P:PNo ^ U:Machine =0dragon0;Step a: S = fU:UserId;U:UserNameg;Step b: Add U:Machine to S due to U:Machine =0dragon0; yieldingS = fU:UserId; U:UserName; U:Machineg;Step c: The result after the transitive closure is:S = fA:UserId; A:Machine; U:UserName;U:Machine; U:UserIdg;Step d: S contains the primary key (U:Machine;U:UserId) of table U (i.e. R2);Step e: S = fU:UserId;U:UserNameg;Step f: Add U.Machine to S due to U:Machine =0dragon0, yieldingS = fU:UserId;U:UserName;U:Machineg;Step g: The result after the transitive closure is:S = fU:UserId; U:UserName; U:Machine;A:Machine; A:UserIdg;Step h: S contains GA1+ = (A:Machine;A:UserId);Step 5: Return YES and stop.Therefore, the query can be evaluated as follows:SELECT UserId, UserName, TotUsage,MaxSpeed, MinSpeedFROM R01, R02WHERE R01.UserId = R02.UserId andR01.Machine = R02.MachinewhereR01 (UserId, Machine, TotUsage,MaxSpeed, MinSpeed) =SELECT A.UserId, A.Machine, SUM(A.Usage),MAX(P.Speed), MIN(P.Speed)

FROM PrinterAuth A, Printer PWHERE A.PNo = P.PNoGROUP BY A.UserId, A.MachineandR02 (UserId, Machine, UserName) =SELECT UserId, Machine, UserNameFROM UserAccount UWHERE U.Machine = 'dragon'The reader may have noticed that further optimiza-tion is possible. In particular, it is wasteful to performthe grouping for all users in PrinterAuth because weare only interested in those on machine dragon. Hence,we can add the predicate A.Machine = `dragon' tothe query computing R01. This type of optimization(predicate expansion) is routinely used but outside thescope of this paper. 27 When is the transformation advan-tageous?Example 4 : Figure 6 shows two access plans for aquery. The two input tables, A and B, consist of 10000and 100 rows, respectively. In Plan 1, the (10000�100)join yields only 50 rows, which are then grouped into10 groups. In Plan 2, we �rst group the 10000 rowsof A into 9000 groups and then perform a (9000 �100) join. The input cardinalities of the join have notchanged signi�cantly but the input cardinality of thegroup-by operation increased from 50 to 9000. Mostlikely, Plan 2 is more expensive than Plan 1. 2This example may be somewhat contrived but itshows that the transformation does not always pro-duce a better access plan. Ultimately, the choice isdetermined by the estimated cost of the two plans.However, we have some observation regarding the ef-fect of the transformation:� It cannot increase the input cardinality of thejoin.� It may increase or decrease the input cardinalityof the group-by operation. This depends on theselectivity of the join.� It restricts the choice of join orders. We �rst haveto perform all joins required to create R1 so wecan perform the grouping. However, the join or-der of R1 with members of R2 is not restricted.� In a distributed database, it may reduce the com-munication cost. Instead of transferring all of R198
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:10000AFigure 6: Is Plan 2 better than Plan 1?to some other site to be joined with R2, we trans-fer only one row for each group of R2. Since com-munication costs often dominate the query pro-cessing cost, this may reduce the overall cost sig-ni�cantly.� After the grouping and aggregation operation, theresulting table is normally sorted based on thegrouping columns in most of the existing imple-mentation of database systems. This fact can beexploited to reduce the cost of subsequent joins.8 Performing join before group-byConsider a query that involves one or more joinsand where one of the tables mentioned in the from-clause is in fact an aggregated view. An aggregatedview is a view obtained by aggregation on a groupedview. In a straightforward implementation, the aggre-gated view would �rst be materialized and the resultthen joined with other tables in the from-clause. Inother words, group-by is performed before join. How-ever, it may be possible (and bene�cial) to reverse theorder and �rst perform the joins and then the group-by. The theorems and algorithms developed in thispaper allow us to determine whether the order can bereversed.Example 5 : Assuming we have the same tables inSection 6, consider the same query: for each user onmachine `dragon', �nd the UserId, UserName, his/hertotal printer usage, and the maximum and minimumspeeds of printers accessible to the user. In addition,we assume that there exists an aggregated view:CREATE VIEW UserInfo (UserId, Machine,TotUsage, MaxSpeed, MinSpeed)AS SELECT A.UserId, A.Machine, SUM(A.Usage),MAX(P.Speed), MIN(P.Speed)

FROM PrinterAuth A, Printer PWHERE A.PNo = P.PNoGROUP BY A.UserId, A.Machineon table PrinterAuth and Printer, which, for eachuser, lists the UserId, Machine, his/her total printerusage, and the maximum and minimum speeds ofprinters accessible to the user. Therefore, the querycan be written as:SELECT UserId, UserName, TotUsage,MaxSpeed, MinSpeedFROM UserInfo I, UserAccount UWHERE I.UserId = U.UserId ANDI.Machine = U.Machine ANDU.Machine = "dragon"The standard evaluation process for this query isto �rst materialize the view UserInfo by the join andaggregation and then join it with the UserAccounttable. Using TestFD as we did in Section 6, we knowthat this query is equivalent to:SELECT U.UserId, U.UserName, SUM(A.Usage),MAX(P.Speed), MIN(P.Speed)FROM UserAccount U, PrinterAuth A, Printer PWHERE U.UserId = A.UserId andU.Machine = A.Machineand A.PNo = P.PNo andU.Machine = 'dragon'GROUP BY U.UserId, U.UserNameThus, the optimizer has two choices to consider forthe query. It is possible that in the latter query ex-pression, the number of rows resulting from the 3-tablejoin is much smaller than the number of rows resultingfrom the 2-table join in the aggregated view. If this isthe case, then the grouping operation will operate ona much smaller input in the latter query than in theformer query, and the latter query can be better thanthe former query. Therefore, the reverse transforma-tion can be bene�cial.99



9 Concluding remarksWe proposed a new strategy for processing SQLqueries containing group-by, namely, pushing thegroup-by operation past one or more joins. This trans-formation may result in signi�cant savings in queryprocessing time. We derived conditions for decidingwhether the transformation is valid and showed thatthey are both necessary and su�cient. The conditionswere also shown to be su�cient for the more generaltransformation speci�ed in Theorem 2. Because test-ing the full conditions may be expensive or even im-possible, a fast algorithm was designed that tests asimpler, su�cient condition. The reverse of the trans-formation is also shown to be possible.All queries considered in this paper were assumednot to contain a HAVING clause. Further work includesrelaxing those conditions and �nding necessary andsu�cient conditions for the transformation speci�edin Theorem 2. Another important issue under studyis how to partition all tables for a query into two setsof tables, R1 and R2, with R1 containing aggregationcolumns and R2 not. Some queries may not be trans-formable because: (a) no partitioning is possible, i.e.,all tables contain some aggregation columns; or (b)it can be somehow partitioned but the testing algo-rithm returns NO. Column substitution can be usedto improve the chance of a query being tested trans-formable. First, column substitution can be employedto obtain a set of equivalent queries. Based on this set,all possible partitions of the tables can be performedand the resulting queries can all be tested. This tech-nique not only increases the chance of a query beingtested transformable, but also provides the optimizermore choices of execution plans for a query. In ad-dition, we are investigating algorithms for performinggrouping and how to detect when the group-by oper-ation can be pipelined with other operations [6, 2].References[1] C. J. Date and Hugh Darwen. A Guide to theSQL Standard: a user's guide. Addison-Wesley,Reading, Massachusetts, third edition, 1993.[2] Umeshwar Dayal. Of nests and trees: A uni-�ed approach to processing queries that containnested subqueries, aggregates, and quanti�ers.In Proceedings of the 13th International Confer-ence on Very Large Data Bases, pages 197{208,Brighton, England, August 1987. IEEE Com-puter Society Press.
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